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Because of the tentative nature of linguistic theories, the lack of proof that

linguistics is an efficacious approach to language study, and the prescriptive nature of

many of the books themselves, a textbook senes based on linguistics is not

recommended for use in the classroom. True linguists suggest theories about the

structure of language and the way in which grammar is acquired. internalized, and

used. but have as yet shown little Interest in educational matters. Although there is

opportunity, on the other hand. for educational research to be built on the insights of

transformational grammar. educators have neglected research and precipitately

become concernecl with linguistics in the curriculum. "The Roberts English Senes"

specifically falls. except in trivial ways. to relate reading and writing with grammar

study. to suggest stimulating assignments. and to recognize the worth of the teacher.

Rather than using such textbooks which set out new and inaccurate rules to replace

the old rules. teachers in secondary schools should lead dasses in the collection of

language data and the formation of tentative generalizations. (JS)
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0.1? Ord'sr:
The Misuses of Linguistics in the Classroom

by Wayne A. O'Neil

The Roberts English Series: a linguistics program is a .series of textbooks
published by Harcourt Brace & World wits( li, since its first appearance in
1966, has been widely adopted by school systems throughout the country. By
September 1968, the company expei ts to have sold one book in the series
for every public school child in California. In several other stales, including
Florida, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Indiana, the series has been adopted on
a listing basis, whiil, means that it is recommended along with a few other
books. To date, the publishers have issued six volumes (grades three through
eight), but by this spring and summer they will have published the first
and second grade volumes, and they are in the process of pulling together
a volume for the ninth and tenth grades and another for the eleventh and
twelfth grades. Editor

Linguistics by now has a good deal of the educational world thoroughly
frightened. It has made outrageous claims to efficacy in the teaching of
foreign languages and in what is pretty much the same thing (those in the
ling. bid:. say), the teaching of second, preferred dialects, and in the teaching
of reading. writing, literature, etc. You name it and the linguist can do it.
There isn't (of course) a shred of evidence that any of these things can be
done via linguistics. In fact the linguists never seemed to feel that empirical0
support was even a valid thing to hanker after. Thus claims are made and
textbooks built on them: all this without any attention to the logical con-
sistency of the claims, much less to their validity. Whenever anvone does
bother to drum up research to check this putative efficacy out, the results are
extremely embarrassing to the claim-makers.

Therefore when we see in the teacher's introduction to the elementary
volumes of The Roberts English Series: a linguistics program, the following
opening sentence:

This series aims to improve children's writing by tmching in a
thorough and sequential way, the main features of the writing
systemin particular the sound and spelling relationshipand
the nature of syntax.

we must realize that though this is the aim, there is no reason in logic or
in research to believe that the contents of these seven volumes (grades three
through nine) can in any way serve these aims. There is, of course, always
the possibility that by good and improved writing Roberts means no more
than correct spelling and complete sentences, in which case it is probably safe
to conclude that seven years of these texts might indeed improve spelling
and perhaps complete sentences, but at a cost to the child's sensibilities that
is hardly to be tolerated. In fact the likelihood is strong that bv all of his
terms (language study, ability to write, literary study, etc.) Roberts is refer-

N. ring to nothing more than some weakened meaning of these expressions.
4. in fact to some narrow set of skills that is quilt- unrelated to what the study
N of English has traditionally and rightly been. Regardless of how badly

English may have been done, Roberts is the way not to do it, not a way to
f4 do it better.0
0 Later in this discussion I will return to substantiate the l ri tici snis here

leveled at Roberts. Rut him I would like to suggest some oi die dimensions
4, of the problem caused by the ently of a very spec ialiied univel.ity thing like
hb linguistics into the school curt iculum. I don't know it this problem is unique
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to linguistics: I suspect it is not. But I'll let others speak to that.
In 1WCIII months, in fact for the last year, a number of English depart-

ment clEtirmen and language arts curriculum coordinators from Boston and
other areas uf the country have come to me with a set of related questions
and problems: their school systems had for one reason or another (it's often
a nisstery how these things get (lone) adopted the Roberts books and these
leaders were not casting about for advice on how to use them: on how to
(re)train the tc-tchers who would have to work out of these texts (in fact,
this is no problem at all, for the books are made for automata, or in the
current phrase, are "teacher-proof"): how to convince the teachers that lin-
guistics and these books were it. In general, as these queries showed, teachers
demonstrate remarkable good sense in realizing at once that these books
are not it at all: but unfortunately they have to rely on intuition not infor-
mation in getting that message across. In a business whose administrators
place little value on intuition, the teathers are at a decided disadvantage.

I would rather speak to people before the decisions have been made and
in fact have not endeared myself at all to a number of local people for
informing them and their teachers that their choice of Roberts was a tragic
mistake. For example, to choose Roberts for a ghetto school would be ludi-
crous. The simplest objection is that the language of these books is not the
language of Roxbury or I laden!, much as it may be the language of Newton
or Scarsdale. In fact the condescension shown toward any but the most
formal language makes the text's language quite distant from anything real
to children. But this is a sophisticated condescension because though it used
to he the case that grammarians would remark on the simplicity of non-
standard dialects and the complexity of the standard, in the present climate
of linguistic studies where "elegance" an(l "simplicity" are highly valued
notior- !though in their mathmatical sense, not in their lay senses), Roberts
reverses the traditional criticism: "We content ourselves with a somewhat
literary sort [of English], whiff] coincides pretty well with the production
of the simplest rules of the grammar."

Yet, no OnC has ever come to see me before the fact of adoption except
a lonely lady from a California textbook selection committee (and she was
ahradv convinced and was not to be unconvinced that Roberts was the
answerwhich was, again, tragic since a general state adoption hung on
the committee's word) and an Ipswich department chairman. The uni-
versities seem not in general to be consulted in such important matters.
Pet haps the wk.( tion committees are sure, as I am, that the academics would
charge a fee lor their advice, whereas information from the publishers comes
fire (though often it is fiom a(ademics turning a fast buck). In any case
these impoltant and lucrative adoptions are made on the basis of precious
little information (often whatever "hard" evaluation there is, the [hardly
(lisinterested) publisher provides) and of a great deal of hard sell. The
mannfactured press on the Roberts series has been incredible: e.g. in the
Boston Globe for 28 April 1968 (Section 11, page 40) there appears, apropos
the news that California has ado,aed Roberts: "It's gangway for the new
higlish." Whether thiough misinformation or someone's desire to deceive
and wnvert, this half-page article is totally misleading. Thus "MIT's trans-
formational grammar" did not (as the attick claims) get it.s origins from
"computer experts" at MIT and these experts did not come "with the new
grammar in devising antomated translations of foreign language documents
into English.- In fact the whole machine translation game went down the
drain became it came up against the complexity of language as revealed
by the transformational grammarians (by hand). No, transformational gram-
mar is not computer-endorsed, -blessed: electrodes not laid on. And so it is
throughout this article as it discreetly reveals the forward-mindedness of
the West for the benefit of the East, about to make their textbook adoptions.

1 he more technical the field the books purportedly derive from, the less
likely is it that ally mw of the pressured selectors will have the competence
to judge the texts. 1 o be sme the laiger states, the more sophisticated
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commtmities, often seek and get third-paltv ackice: still .1111011g 1111(1111(11
a( adellli(S it is bt Offillig (Wile dab( Id l to find one who hasn't himself in-
vested that interest in a new teXtbOOk Or SelleS.

The at admic world has been sadly (fetch« in Ma gi.ing helpful disin-
terested (I:du:Ilion. in not setting the kinds of laigei Cities( kills and «mtexts
within which school books must be CA:dilated. .1 majol textbook %entitre
may mean as much as two to Once millicnt gloss polll lor a publisher.
"I here should be more than simply his conscience and his authol's to guide
hini toward responsibility.

Let ine now then try to consider the Rol wits Imoks in the sonicw hat en-
larged «mtext that I haw in mind. I want first of all to %ken h in what
linguistics is about, then what its relevance might propel lv bc to a school
cultic ulum, filially to present what the new linguistics school books arc
about, Robet ts being prototypical and theiefole to be «mcentrated on.
Further, since Roberts claims to be an English series I want to deal not only
with its vis-i-vis linguistics. but also with its notions of writing and litera-
ture, and finally with its notion of what teaching is all about. Eor though
linguistics is the academic discipline that the books einem ge front there is
much more than this at stake.

The linguists who !lave made the strongest claim, for the edit( ational
importance of linguistics are not the linguists making today's Iiligniqics.
Paul Roberts was not, as the blut b puts it, an "eminent linguist": his con-
tribution was entirely that of a textbook popularizer of linguistic theolies.
In fact with some important exceptions (e.g. I xonald Bloomfield, EI eeman
Twadell, etc.) the linguists who made yesterday's linguistics were not much
interested in educational matters. And in general, as our understamfing of
language and of the complexity of its acquisition have deepened. so has our
awareness of the folly of making claims to the effect that this way of teach-
ing language or reading or writing follows from linguistic theory. It would
be madness to believe that a knowledge of how an internal combustion en-
gine works, of how an automobile in all of its complexity operates, would
contribute anything to one's driving skill. All of that knowledge is crucially
important to anyone trying to repair an automobile, but it is conceivable
that if you constantly worried about the insides of your car as you were
driving it, you would have more, not fewer accidents. So with language: to
contemplate your internalized grammar while using it might tie your tongue
and pen forever. Knowledge of your internalized granular or of your car's
internalized combustion engine are presumably important matters but surely
not for your better operation of spealsing or writing or driving. Exactly how
this knowledge (of grammar) might be important is a matter I'll come back
to later.

Our deepened understanding of language is the function of the work of
Noam Chomsky and his associates at MIT, and of their students, a signifi-
cant number of whom arc now scattered among the majoi universities of
the country. Far from being the narrow empiricist-behavioristic inquiry that
linguistics had slimmed itself down to through the '20's, '30's, ',I0's and '50's
of this century, linguistics is now a viable, rational science seeking to under-
stand the very nature of human intelligence itself. The goal is certainly
elusory, perhaps unattainable, but thc race, though hardly begun, is well
worth the running.

The inquiry is nativistic, i.e. it makes some difference to the linguist that
language is human behavior, species specific behavior. Thus he holds that
the constraints that lie on the diversity of human languages arc inherent
to the organization of mind itself. In learning a language a child is dis-
covering the specific features of the language of its environment, these fea-
tures falling within certain universal constraints, constraints that define the
notion of "possible human language" and which arc innately given, the
fun( tion of Inman evolution.

In conducting his inquiry into the grammar or structure of any Own
language, say English, the linguist is faced with a typical bl.uk box problem.
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All he can obsel%e ate (et tain data: the sentences of the language, speakers'
(including his Own) lc:potted jtulgments about these sentences, the relation-
ships among them, their acceptability, etc. Ile cannot obser.e directly the
inlet nal opt ations: he can only assign, on the basis of the fragmentary
kind of eidence mentioned above, a Lei tain structure to the mind, a
glammar that not only «nrectly (hal actelizes the observed data but that
WOUld tol 1 ct t I % chatactet ire the infinite set of possible data. For language
has this pet u hal pope) ty: the tange of data is infinite (i.e. although all
sentences ale finite in length, thew is no sentence such that it can be said
that it is the lodgest sentence: thus no finite set of sentences) but the mind
is finite. Thei elm c dune must be a finite tharacterization, a finite set of
genet alizations or I tiles, a finite giammar for each language.

.kt piesent it seems to be a sufficient and adequate explanation to impute
to the mind a finite set of !tiles that spec ifies the deep abstract grannuatical
%whittles that tunic:die sentences and then further transformational rules
that iclate these deep struitutes to surface structures (i.e. real sentences).
The linguist argues (to oversimplify now a great deal) that since the
grammatical relationships (the logical relationships of traditional grammar)
of "for MaR." "to please," "John," "is easy" in

(i) for Maly to please John is easy
(ii) it is easy for Mary to please John
(iH) John is easy for Mary to please

are constant. these tInve sentences call be understood to be concrete mani-
festations of some abstract, not directly observable sanctum from which
the three ate detied by paltia Hy mei filiwing sets of Operations, trans-
lonnations that Ito mute, insert, and (Mete elements.

On the loci of syntax there are many clear examples of these deep-
%grim e relationships, e.g. the terms "Johnactor," "hitaction," "Mary
at ted upon" can be related as in (iv)(%ii), etc.:

(iv) John hit Mary
(v) Mary was hit by John
(vi) it was John that hit Mary
(vii) it was Maly that John hit, etc.

What is true at the level of syntax is also true of the phonological struc-
ture of language. I fere the notions "deep, abstract" and "surface" are again
relevant. 'Elms, for example, in "reject" (v.), "reject" (ii.), "rejection" (n.),
the differing pronunications of the basic item "reject" as reJEKT, REEjekt,
teJEKSI I can be delived by rule from a quite abstract representation. In
fact the CO111111011 complaint that English spelling is not phonetic probably
misses the point that English spelling is a quite consistent representation
of the abstract phonological entities. It is a serious question whether a
spelling system would in fact be serviceable if it consistently represented
the superfidal, phonetic level of phonology.

Linguistics thus seeks to find explanations of the structures of language,
for the relationships among sum tures, consistent explanations of the com-
plicated and fragmentary data of language. It is [tit ther concerned to offer
explanations of the way in which the grammar is used and the way in which
it is acquited and intonalized by infants growing up in society. The gram-
mar does not pul pot t to be a model of how the human mind puts sentences
together in %peaking or takes them ap:nt in hearing. But the grammar does
presumably constitute the knowledge of his native language that the human
being bi lugs to bear on the tasks of speaking (and writing) and of hearing
(a:id rfn(ling). Vuy little of this is at all well understood, but there is much
interesting uvot k in plogless in psycholinguistics and some tantalizing bits
of information are entoging.

Much of the psycholinguistic mean li is entering areas of interest to
educators. But only entering, not yet there. It would be a serious mistake
to begin building educational pi oto anis in areas where our understanding
is so dint. In I.ut we haue nothing like a completely formulated grammar
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of any language. min h less a complete undei standing I/I 11111411age in gelleial.
'Miele is then inteiesting edinational IC(.11( h ki IIC !Mill MI OW insights

and them) 01 thinsloiniationdl giammai. Hut the immediate «incein and
reaction 01 the educational rstahlishinent (the i)Iildisheis. te%thook pro-
fessionals. c u I I iculu ming ectoi S. (chi) ha% MA heell to gig inNok
in soicnis educational ieseatth hUt latlic. to ask a less )ital question
(though an inteiesting one) aliont what lok. the "new" linguistics should
play in the sc hoof c ictiltini: linguistics as a school subject. In general the
answer 10 this (113eS11011. though difficult. is ohimis. and that answer
has vele% anee to some genei al issues of American education, e.g. what's the
whole enteiprise about in the first place? 1 do rejec t. !unmet.. the answers
given so far those given in books informing the nglish educational world
of the viltues of linguistics. A. Mali kwaidt's LingniAli(s and Me lea( hingof Englich (Bhxnuington, V.Hi6), to pick a typical example of this genie,
manages to miss all the issues. to i iilu ule teal insight into, say. the iconic of
literary language, to promote myopia, and to totally misinloim the educa-
tional world about the crucial issues in linguistics mu! related disciplines.
The former president of the National Cmincil 01 Tem hers of English could
hardly have served the anti-lingnistics forces beAer than by writing his book.

I also rejec t the answers gken the flood o linguistics-based curriculums
and textbooks. Some of these are of course no mole than jokes: a veneer of
linguistics, a few arrows and other symbols from the grammarian's bag of
trkks: that's all that's linguistic about them. Bin even thc books that arc
seriously linguistic are simply mistakes educationally pedagogically: the
new Ginn secondary series, the Oregon Curriculum Study Center texts inlanguage that I initiated, the Roberts books, etc. All of these texts and
series are far from any real innovation. The Roberts series, however, marks
a step backward in every respect. The others simply mai k time.

But before I proceed to substantiate these remarks let me sketc h in what
I believe grammar and linguistks can do in the schools. Given what I hase
already said above about the incompleteness of linguistic theory, clearly
linguistics cannot be a school subject in the way physics is. Our them ies
simply do not cover the range of facts to be explained with anything like
the exhaustiveness of physical theory. It would thus bk: foolish to teach
children the rules of grammar, say, as presented in R. B. Lees' Grammar
of English nominalizations (Bloomington, 1960), for that set of rules is
clearly wronp 'Any set of rules yet written is clearly wrong. even yesterday's.
It would be a gross error to teach children (have them rote learn) anyone's
rules. This is not what die enterprise should be all about; yet this is exactly
what the new texts are about.

But what, then, should they be concerned with? In some new (science
and math) curriculums there are attempts to get children to discover the
generalizations that account for and explain an array of data. The difficulty
with all of this is that the children can bring very little of themselves to
bear on the problems. Thus the problems have to be tightly packaged, the
possibility of error and contamination minimized. By our carefully con-
straining the data, the students can be led toward generalizations that may
or may not be the only ones compatible with the data so constrained. The
claim is that this inductive teaching and learnirg is "doing" science.

But that surely cannot be the case. Doing science is presumably hypo-
thetico-deductive; theories are not built up inductively, they arc blurted
out, guessed at from a rich acquaintance with the data. If this is true then
it is a mistake to teach the way of science in a poor context, in an area
which is little known by the learner. Give him a context rich and full, one
in which he is at ease, natural. There let him come to grips with the task
of discovering generalizations that explain adequately seemingly quite dis-
parate data.

Such an area is language (so also social hdiaNior). (hdd has knowledge
of his language in a way that he has knowledge ol lew other things. '10 be
sine, that knowledge is not owit. but it is !Hewitt and 4 n be tapped in

1



was% 01A his knowledge about English Insun y, fol instance. cannot be
unless lie 11.i, studied (in some sense ol that wonl) English histoly.

Language study. by which I now mean attempt, to do what lingnists do,
(.111 1)1 ot eed 1% 11110111 pl jou inlonnation gallieling. 'Hie data are leadily
mailable. l'ol example. suppose that a class had been wol king along and
had ieadied the «inclusion that sentences wen. glosslv binaiy ill structure
(i.e. «mtained silbjec ts and !indi( ates). It's a good genel.di/ation, one that
childien intuithelv decide On in then gloss wising ol sentences. Suddenly
somebody realiies that sentence, like

(%iii) tell me a story
(ix) gne him a jwilny. etc.

are not Num ilv 5(1 II( I 111(11 ill OW same Ivav. Do we give up the geneialiia-
tion? Well not quite, loi many inembeis ol the gioup sense that then. is a
subject for sentences ol this kind. In hut they know that it's "you. Inwhet word, we might save the generali/ation by modifying it somewhat to
say that sentences in their ab.strm I %MR (We have subjects and piedic ates,
but that in some ol these (in parti( ular for commands) the subject is later
deleted (the "you understood" ol naditional s( hool grammar).

Is there any evidence beyond the intuitive that justified there being a
"you" in the abstract structures of commands? Well, says somebody else,
you can say

(x) tell yourself a story

but not

(xi) tell himself a story, tell ourselves a story, etc.

and we know that a "self" of this kind is added to a form when the subject
and that form refer to the same thing. That is, we can have

(xii) John bought himself a treat
(xiii) I helped myself to another piece of pie, etc.

but not

(xiv) John bought ourselves a treat
(xv) I helped themselves to another piece of pie, etc.

These facts would suggest that a "you" subject must be present in the
abstract structure of commands so as to allow sentences like (x) and exclude
sentences like (xi). The facts also suggest that "you"deletion would have
to follow in order of application "self"insertion, etc. (There is much more
to be said here: I refer the interested reader to Paul Postal's "Underlying
and superficial linguistic structure," Harvard Educational Review, 34.24646
[1964].)

Now, without trying to go into too much detail here, let me simply say
that in this way a class can proceed to come up with insightful generaliza-
tions, a consistent set oi them that accounts for the complex array of English
sentences. Grammar becomes then not a procrustean bed of do's and don't's
in which every sentence must be laid, forced, crushed; but rather the
grammar, the set of generalizations, becomes as complicated as is required
by the data. The study of language then can in part be the writing of a
grammar of a class's own language. What is learnt will of course be far more
general than any set of generalizations upon English sentences, which is
anyway guaranteed to prove wrong upon further examination. What is
learnt is theory construction itself, how to come to grips with the problem
of offering consistent explanations of complex arrays of data. In an area
where the child has sonic knowledge, he will seek an understanding of some
of the formal properties of that knowledge, and thus gain insight into the
nature of !minal explanations and lonnal systems.

'lime word "child" that I have flequently used hen. should be pinned
down below going any further. Linguistics «mid be a second:11y sc hool
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thing: fmmal studies of all kinds ale (I believe) for the sewndaly school.
.1 he onk teason the new math. the new English, etc. are being (liken clown
into the pt imaty schools is because there is an educational vacuum at the

plimarv level. No one knows what he shouhl be doing thew. Paul Goodman
does (New York Review of Books, .1 January, 1968); Elwyn S. Richardson
does (In the E(Irly Wolld, Wellington, New Zealand, 1964). A number of
people haNe good ideas. But what the school systems want are systems, rigor,
planned curt it ulums, all of these things being totally inappropriate at most
edmational les els; clearly offensive at the elementary level. With respect
to language study there is a clear goal for elementary education to reach in
infonnal ways: students (urban, suburban, rural) should have understanding
of the naturalness of language differences. Instead of "enriching" the lives
of urban c hildren by plugging them into a "second" dialect (if that enter-
prise is to "enriching": why (lon't we let everyone in for the fun and games;
"enrich" the suburban kid with an urban dialect), we should be working
to eradicate the language prejudice, the language mythology, that people
grew into holding and believing. For there is clear evidence that the privi-
leged use their false beliefs about language to the disadvantage of the de-
ptis ed. One way to stop this is to change nonstandard dialect speakers into
standard dialect speakers at least for some of the time, i.e. when the non-
standards are in the presence of the standards, currying favor of them,
jobs of them, etc. This seems to me intolerable if not impossible. Another
response to language differences would ne to educate (especially the people
in power) for tolerance of differences, for an unders;:mding of differences.
This could be naturally done, easily clone in elementary schools, but only
by teachers who are themselves free of language prejudice. In many ways
this is the more important kind of language study that needs to be accom-
plished in the schools.

In any case none of this can be done with the standard textbooks; with
books that lock a teacher and pupils into a preconceived sequence of ques-
tions and answers; in fact very little can happen with textbooks at all.
Given the openness and freedom of what can happen in language classes,
the felicitousness of that freedom, it would be an egregious error to con-
strain it artificially. There is this basic difficulty with the new grammar
textbooks: their existence and the fac t that they exist as accumulations of
generaliiations out of a grammar of English. All of the new books that I
know share this simple and fundamental difficulty. Furthermore, they
simply present their putative facts, facts known to be wrong. The student
is not asked to find the author's answer (much less articulate his own)
in a set of data. Consider, for example. Robert's presentation of the im-
perative (compare our discussion of (ommands, above). It reveals cleatly
his only pedagogical style:

The third kind of sentence is called a request. A statement
says something is so or isn't so. A question asks whether some-
thing is so or isn't .so. A request tells someone to do something
or not to do something.

Requests are transfotmed from statements [not true, W.A.O.]
that have the subject you:

Statement Request

a. You study the lesson. -4, Study the lesson.
b. You are polite. -.0 Be polite.
etc.

(Book 6, p. 102)

Any interest that thete might be in discovering just those (misinformed)
rules that Roberts has in mind is lost, not to speak of the interest that
there muld be in quaneling with his wrong rules or in going at data with-
out pre«mceptions. "I his is the old rule-oriented study of grammar. The
names and terms to be memorized are somewhat different, certainly greater
in number, but not more tolerant of the «nnplexity of natural language
and no more engaging to the mind in their manner of piesentation. The
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Roberts Engh Aeries- i% inn .1 Ian irpicscut.mou of Is hat Huguistics is

alwut nor of what linguists do. Nor is it even a «nnpendinin of what
linguists think is true about English. Insofar as this is the caw, its sidnitle

/ inguittu S Pr(#gram) is totally misleading.
But then it's just as misleading to c.d1 it an hnglith series. Cel Lindy it is

written in English, but it does not deal in English. '1 he leading and wilting
assignments ale untelated to the granimai study and uniclated to ea( Ii other

except in the trivial ways revealed below. '1 he literaolle Wems old) to so Se

as aesthetic relief from grammai study and to justify calling the texts a

complete English course. Yet the books are uniform in that they push, shove,

and lead students whett-,er they deal in giammar (inclu( ling sjwIling), in
literature, or in wiiting. Consider, lor example, the reading of 1 laidy's

"Lyonesse" and the associated writing assignment (Book 6, pp, 2 1 3-1 5):

A Poem
What happened in the place called 1 Aonesse to put magic in

the poet's eyes? Did he lall in lose? Read the poem and see what
you think may have happened.
[There follows the text of I fardy's "I,vonesse"if Ow teacher
wants she can play a roading of the poem foi the chihlten on one
of "two 1,P 'tiny] 12-inch records" that supplement each book,
readings "by outstanding dramatic artists.")
Lyonesse

Lyonesse is not the real name of a town. [He must mean "the
name of a real town," W.A.O.i It is a kind of magi( name of a
place where magical things might happen. What does set out
mean? [In the teacher's edition: a whisper in red print, "depart
for."]

The word rime is not just another spelling for r/rone. Here it
is a different word. Look up rime in a clic tionaiy and see what it
means. Does this help you understand the meaning of spray?
Guess what spray means here. Check your guess by using a dic-
tionary. [Whispered in red foi teachers: "disc uss meanings."). etc.

A Paper to Write
Look again at the poem "Lyonesse" on page 21 3 and note its

Structure. In the first stann, the poet tells how he felt when he
set out for Lyonesse; in the second, he tells of something impor-
tant that happened there; in the third, he tells how it was when
he came back.

Write a paper with a similar structure, in three paragraphs. In
the second, tell of something important that happened to you.
In the first, tell how things were before, and in the third tell how
they were afterward.

Tell how it was before you got hooked on Roberts, when you really didn't

care whether the strange names you came across were real or not; you chose

to believe they were unreal or real as the whim took you. Tell how it was

when you didn't give a damn that the word fathom meant "six feetas a
yard means three feet, and a foot means twelve inches"; when you weren't

asked, given that "the measure fathom has been used mostly by people in

ships, to say how deep the water is"; "if the person measuring reports" six

fathoms, "how deep is the water?" (Red whispering to the teachers, "36 ft."

The Roberts "arithmetic" series, Book 6, p. 214.)

And then find words for what happened to you as you learnt that writing

a paper was plugging into empty forms and that reading a poem was nothing

more than giving a synonym (or even a whole bevy of them) for random

words in the poem, when as you were trying to get at "Ozymandias," your

teacher dutifully explained "that Shelley lived in England in the first part

of the nineteenth century" or that "the two parts of a sonnet are something

like two paragraphs of a paper" (inevitably: "Write a two-paragraph paper

retelling the content of the poem 'Ozymandias.' Use these beginning

sentences:")The Roberts "criticism" series, Book 6, p.62.

Finally in your last paragraph, if you're still verbal, tell how things were

after being pnrsued cradle to grave (it only seemed that way: it was really

just K-I2) by Robots, alter you have memotiicd Cmcmot i/ation is llw best

way to a( hieve tine familiarity with the poem") and copied ("Anotlwr useful



exercise, though it may be thought an old fashioned on, is simple copying.
If the standard is absolute accuracy down to the 1.ist comma and capital, it
presents a considerable challenge."The Robrts "memorization (Ind copy-
ing" series, Book 6, p. 61teac her's edition) ;tri infinite set of mannered
'wins ancl wiitten in frames an infinite set of times.

These books chain students and teac hers int& an intolerable set of as-
snmptions about language, litetature and writing. I hope that much is clear.
In the namc of progress, science, and sequence, this series promotes as re-
spectable everything that has always been bad in the tea( hing of English.
In one important respect, though, the books aie woi se than neally an,thing
else available: they deal with the teacher as if she were an autmnaton..I he
constant command is to keep stlic tly to the sequence ol the books: "If a
poem like Emily Dickinson's 'Autumn' happens to come at its prof)er season,
it is a happy coincidence. It should in any case not be taken out of order":
The Roberts "seasonal selections" series, Book 3, p. 63, teacher's edition.
Furthermore all the answers arc fed to thc teacher, lest she slip, for example,
on such difficult matters as 6 x 6 = 36.

Presumably this teacher-proofness is a commercial virtue of the series. The
virtue of its contents (never of course justified) is not about to be contami-
nated by alien minds: "The teacher who does not happen to be also a gram-
marian should be cautious about formulating generali/ations. They may
turn out to be invalid and may have to be unlearned in later years" (just
so for the grammar content of these texts). And "to abandon [the order of
presentation of this series] would be to introduce intolerable confusion"
(T-2, i.e. page 2 of the teacher's introduction, repeated in every teacher's
volume).

In its intolerance of leachers, Roberts is some distance from a secondary
series like Warriner's where there is little respect for sequence: "the text
imposes no sequence; any chapter may be taught as a sepal ate unit without
regard for what immediately precedes or follows. This flexibility assures
that the books will fit any course of study, whatever its organizing principle"
(Warriner's English grammar and composition, 7, p. iv [New York, 1965]).
In this respect Warriner's is superior to Roberts. One might argue: Well,
this is the difference between secondary school teachers and elementary school
teachers. But I think this is not the case: This is the difference between
trying to by-pass teachers and respecting something of their integrity. Since
the Roberts series respects integrity in no other direction, there is no reason
to have expected that its treatment of its medium will be any straighter.

This series being adopted so widely so soon is a function of a compli-
cated set of factors. The linguistic mythology of it I have already disposed
of; it indeed is an important factor, but other factors too are important,
more important. I have already suggested most of them: it comes on new
in every direction; the series is an integral package, there are more pub-
lisher's things to hook on to the basic series than there are attachments for
a Land Rover: records, workbooks, interviews with the author, a kingsized
wall chart revealing the intricacies of the series (same color, same size as
the one that accompanies Warriner's), etc.; it provides new and sequential
busy work for the elementary grades: it leaps into a vacuum with Substance
that smells like New Math.

i

For every wrong reason the series is being adopted widely. The question
is why. One of the attachments to the series (the publisher'sIn Interview
With Paul Roberts) is designed to provide the answers. The questions asked
there are the right questions, the answers given arc not. In what follows I
have used the best of these questions (thongh the List one is implied, never
utteredfrom their point of view it is redundant). The answers being mine,
the last question is not redundant.

--,
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Q. At what grade kvel should a linguistic study of the English language
begin?

A. If the formal study of language is deemed important at all (and that
is an open question), it shoukhet In.gin until the child can deal honestly
and freely (i.e. without being led to it through phoney inductive traps) in
overt system building. What little we know of the growth and development
of cognition (e.g., from Piaget, etc.) suggests that the secondary level would
be a good place to begin such formal studies.

Q. At what grade level shoukl the formal teaching of syntax and phonol-
ogy begin?

A. Didn't I just answer that?
Q. Should students have a background of linguistic language study in

the elementary grades before beginning such studies at grades seven through
i nine or ten through twelve?
:

A. No.
iQ. What do you consider the most significant educational contributions

to be gained from a linguistically developed program in English ii begun
in the elementary grades?

A. As far as I can see there are none. To develop such a program wouldI

only give a false sense of English having been provided with a subject
matter. As for "practical" results, there is no reason to believe that such a
program would have any effect beyond bringing "a much larger proportion
of children to a capacity for writing sentences and spelling words."

There is no reason to believe that their sentences would be worth reading
or that the well-spelt wonls would be very engaging. The sentences would

1

i
in fact probably be empty of interest and ideas.

Q. Is a special type of training required for teaching a linguistically de-
veloped English language program?

A. Yes, a teacher who has a "new" grammar series or any series imposed
on her has to learn how to subveat it, and how to put together from what-
ever she has available in her books and her experience a class-life in which

1 children are truly freed in language. Read Herbert Kohl's Teaching the
' "Unteachable," or Goodman, or Richardson, ...

Q. This type of study makes use of a rather mature kind of literature as
early as grade three. Are third-grade pupils expected to read these selections?

A. No. The selections (notice how mannered many of them are) are
meant to appeal to the teachers and other people who populate textbook
selection committees. Otherwise the poems and stories are thrown in to
punctuate and provide some relief from the grammar and spelling lessons.
Also where possible the selections coincide with the events and celebrations
of the external world. Thus "Columbus" (Book 6, pp. 31-2) will fall out
around Columbus Day, though "The Vikings discover America" (pp. 40-2)
which follows (and is included out of fairness to Scandinavian-Americans
and their various stones, towers, and maps) can not in this case be read on
Leif Eriksson Day. Depending on your allegiances you can then either hurry
through the lessons getting to the Vikings on their day or relax a bit getting
to Columbus on his. Too much dawdling though and you'll end up doing
"Winter" (p. 107) in spring and "Auld Lang Syne" (p. 165) on St. Valen-
tine's Day.

Q. Would you recommend our adopting some such textbook series as
The Roberts English series?

P._ No.
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